United States of America
Department of Transportation -- Federal Aviation Administration

Supplemental Type Certificate

Number: SR09172RC

This certificate is issued to:
Helicopter Technology Company
12902 South Broadway
Los Angeles, CA 90061

certifies that the change in the type design for the following product with the limitations and conditions therefore as specified herein meets the airworthiness requirements of Part 6 of the Civil Air Regulations.

Original Product -- Type Certificate Number: H3WE
Make: MD Helicopter
Model: 369D, 369E

Description of Type Design Change:

Limitations and Conditions:
HTC Maintenance Manual HTC-001 Revision E, dated February 24, 2003, 500P2100-BSC, BSC-1, -101, -103: For 369D and 369E Models (CSF-HMI-2), Chapter 4 Airworthiness Limitations, is required. The HTC blade is fully interchangeable in any combination and carries the same life-limit of 3530 hours. The installer must determine compatibility of this design change with previously approved modifications. If the holder agrees to permit another person to use this certificate to alter the product, the holder shall give the other person written evidence of that permission.

This certificate and the supporting data which is the basis for approval shall remain in effect until surrendered, suspended, revoked or a termination date is otherwise established by the Administrator of the Federal Aviation Administration.

Date of application: April 04, 1997
Date of issuance: September 03, 1997
Date reissued: 10/10/97; 12/24/03
Date amended: March 11, 2003

By direction of the Administrator

[Signature]
Carl F. Mittag, Manager
Rotorcraft Certification Office, Southwest Region

Any alteration of this certificate is punishable by a fine of not exceeding $10,000, or imprisonment not exceeding 5 years, or both.
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